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	Thinking is what sets human beings apart from the rest of the animal

	kingdom. And thinking is what distinguishes each individual human from

	all the others. We think differently, and that makes us different people,

	because it also makes us do things in a host of different ways. Companies

	differ too, due to the fact that they think differently and therefore act differently;

	their thinking is strategically different insofar as they follow a wide

	variety of strategies.





	There is no denying that companies are different, and very much so,

	in what they own, the resources they possess (technology, know-how,

	intangibles such as the brand, money, buildings, facilities). However, if we

	are thinking about future competitive advantages, the most basic resource

	will be one that is not included in the list above: people. The above resources

	are certainly essential, but strategic thinking and the knowledge and skills

	of the people in the organization are what will lead on the company into the

	future. It is people who get the company moving. A powerful car with a bad

	driver will be overtaken by a less powerful one with a great driver, even if

	the first has a big lead.





	This explains, for example, how Apple dethroned IBM when it spent

	100 times less than its competitor on R&D. Business history is replete with

	examples of David slaying Goliath on the basis of his strategic ingenuity.

	Rest assured: if you think strategically better than your competitors,

	your company will win the competitive battle in the mid or long term.

	No matter how superior your competitors may be today, no matter how

	substantial their resources may be at present, do not be discouraged. Think,

	think strategically. That is the essential resource. It doesn’t cost money, but

	money can’t buy it. It’s the key.





	The aim of this book is to help you think strategically. It explains simply

	and clearly the elements, concepts, analyses and interrelationships that

	make up this strategic thinking. Moreover, it offers thinking models as

	guides to this process.
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Clusters of Galaxies: Beyond the Thermal ViewSpringer, 2008
This book presents a review about the physics of clusters of galaxies beyond the standard thermal view. The book first gives a general introduction to clusters of galaxies. It discusses the properties of the hot, virialised gas in these clusters. But the main focus is upon what is beyond this thermal gas: the surrounding warm-hot intergalactic...
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Information Systems Development: Challenges in Practice, Theory, and Education Volume 2Springer, 2008
Information Systems Development (ISD) progresses rapidly, continually creating new challenges for the professionals involved. New concepts, approaches and techniques of systems development emerge constantly in this field. Progress in ISD comes from research as well as from practice.

This conference will discuss issues pertaining to...
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Molecular Pathology and Diagnostics of Cancer (Cancer Growth and Progression)Springer, 2013

	Molecular pathology is based on the emergence of new techniques that greatly enhance the diagnostic accuracy when facing with challenging differential diagnoses. In addition, new molecular techniques are entering the clinical arena for their value in predicting therapy response and tumor prognosis. This book provides a guide for the...
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Photoshop CS5 for Nature Photographers: A Workshop in a BookSybex, 2010

	The only Photoshop-based book dedicated to photographing and producing images of nature


	Award-winning nature photographers Ellen and Josh Anon reveal their secrets to creating stunning nature images using their field-tested methods and the very latest Photoshop techniques. The book is packed with practical workflows and...
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Lysosomal Storage DisordersSpringer, 2007

	The knowledge of lysosomal biology and the consequences of its dysfunction have increased dramatically in the past 60 years. This book describes the nature of the lysosomal dysfunction and diseases as well as potential future treatments and therapies. Disease specific chapters provide thorough reviews of the clinical features of lysosomal...
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Elementary Computability, Formal Languages, and AutomataPrentice Hall, 1981

	This book is an introduction to theoretical computer science emphasizing two interrelated areas: the theory of computability {how to tell whether problems are algorithmically solvable) and the theory of formal languages (how to design and use special languages, as for algorithms). Automata {idealized computer devices) are used as precise...
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